Abstract

Many approaches have been proposed for the security systems. The system developed here, remotely monitor all Calls and tracks, and GPS location. Mobile spy Tracker Agent (MSTA) is the most ample remote tracking and 24-hour care system for Android handsets. By means of the Mobile spy Tracker Agent on the target phone, one is able to view mobile calling logs (such as contact number, name and duration of call). Also using GPS tracking system we can locate on a map. Any Web browser can be used to get the information of handsets registered. This software acts as a dominant apparatus to track your children and safeguard them at the time they are away from home. This software gives answers for the phone activity. In this paper the technique and algorithms are proposed and executed thus providing a safety zone for the
society in several aspects. The challenge is to deliver an application that should monitor and also does not affect the performance of the system.
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